Fluted Deck/Safti-Seal Joint Protection – "Pre-Drywall" Options

**Oversize Plug** - Safti-Seal Plug or Batt Mineral Wool Cut to 25% Oversize Dimensions

1) Compress Mineral Wool 25%, Insert, & Fill Flute Void - (overlap Safti-Strip)
2) **No Caulk/Spray Coating or "Joint Fill" Required** (UL Listing - HW-D-0513)

![Diagram of Oversize Plug](image)

**Friction Fit “Same Size” Plug** - Top Stop, Fire, Delta Deck, Speed Plug, Etc...

1) Friction Fit (“loose” no compression) Fill Flute Void - *(Width of Track)*
2) Coat Entire Plug Overlapping 1/2" onto Deck Surfaces - *(No "Joint Fill")

*seal leakage & hose stream "blowout" failure* (UL Listing - HW-D-0513)

![Diagram of Friction Fit Same Size Plug](image)

**Alternate: No Spray Option** - “Same Size” Plug - Safti-Strip or Safti-Frame as Joint Seal *(Plug Install Width of Track – No "Joint Fill" Required)*

1) Apply 1/4” Bead of Any UL Listed Caulk to Top Three Sides of Plug
2) Install & Smear Excess (one side only) to Seal Gaps - (UL Listing - HW-D-0513)

![Diagram of Alternate No Spray Option](image)
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